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Narrow optical resonances of atoms or molecules have immense significance in various precision
measurements, such as testing fundamental physics and the generation of primary frequency standards. In
these studies, accurate transition centers derived from fitting the measured spectra are demanded, which
critically rely on the knowledge of spectral line profiles. Here, we propose a new mechanism of Fano-like
resonance induced by distant discrete levels and experimentally verify it with Doppler-free spectroscopy of
vibration-rotational transitions of CO2. The observed spectrum has an asymmetric profile and its amplitude
increases quadratically with the probe laser power. Our results facilitate a broad range of topics based on
narrow transitions.
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Precision spectroscopy of narrow transitions of atoms
and molecules has been the subject of numerous studies in
recent decades and has been widely applied in sensing,
metrology, and frequency references for optical clocks [1–
4]. Narrow optical resonances also provide excellent probes
for determining fundamental physics constants, such as the
Rydberg constant [5] and the proton-to-electron mass ratio
[6–8]. They are also candidates for investigating quantum
electrodynamics and relativistic quantum mechanics and
for exploring new physics and the dark matter [9,10]. To
circumvent the drawback of the ultraweak absorption of
light for these transitions, strong laser fields are usually
employed to probe these transitions. Moreover, counter-
propagating laser beams, producing a standing-wave opti-
cal field, are often applied to reduce or eliminate the
Doppler shift of molecules due to the motion along the laser
beam [11,12]. As a result, the spectra of narrow resonances
in strong standing-wave fields have been studied exten-
sively in recent decades.
In conventional atomic and molecular spectroscopy, two-

level or few-level approximations are generally employed,
and abundant far-off resonance excess transitions associ-
ated with the target energy levels are omitted in practice.
Consequently, symmetric spectral profiles (mostly the
Lorentz function) are assumed in practical precision mea-
surements [2,3,6,7,9,13]. It was surprising that an asym-
metric profile was observed in saturated absorption
spectroscopy of isolated rotation-vibration transitions of

hydrogen deuteride (HD) while spectra of other molecules
taken under the same experimental conditions remain
symmetric [7,9,14,15]. The physics of this asymmetric
profile has not been interpreted, which limits the inves-
tigation toward a determination of the dimensionless
proton-to-electron mass ratio [7]. A notable difference
between the asymmetric line of HD and the nearby
symmetric lines of other molecules is that the HD line is
extremely weak (Einstein coefficient A ∼ 10−5 s−1).
Therefore, the puzzle may pose challenges for evaluating
the spectral data and testing fundamental physics at high
precision [9,16], where various narrow transitions of atoms
and molecules are involved.
Here, we propose and experimentally demonstrate a new

mechanism of nonlinear Fano-like resonance (NFR) among
a few discrete energy levels in atoms or molecules, where
distant off-resonance but very strong transitions interfere
with a near-resonance weak transition. The effect is
numerically investigated and experimentally verified with
vibration-rotational transitions of the CO2 molecules. This
NFR mechanism can significantly change the shape of the
spectrum and cause considerable deviations in precision
measurements.
Model and principle.—The mechanism of NFR is

illustrated by a conventional precision spectroscopy meas-
urement setup in Fig. 1(a), where a target narrow-linewidth
transition (j1i ↔ j2i with frequency ω12) is probed by a
near-resonant laser (ωp). However, the probe would not
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only excite the target transition, but also inevitably couple
with other excess transitions, particularly when a strong
probe field is applied in measurements of the ultraweak
transition. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(b), considering
an extremely weak (“forbidden”) transition j2i ← j1i and a
far-off resonance excited state j3i which has a very strong
transition dipole from j2i, the probe laser excites the
molecule to both the j2i with a probability P ∝ γ12I=Δ2

B
and the j3i through the transition j2i ↔ j3i with a Rabi
frequency Ω23 ∝

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Iγ23
p

. Here, I is the laser intensity, ΔB is
the linewidth due to transit-time broadening, which is
usually much larger than the natural linewidth of a narrow
transition, and γ12ð23Þ denotes the spontaneous emission
rate from j2ð3Þi to j1ð2Þi [17]. For the far-off resonance,
jΔ23j ¼ jωp − ω23j ≫ Ω23; γ23, the excess state induces a
modification of the frequency of j2i due to the ac Stark
effect [25], which can be estimated as

δ ¼ Ω2
23

Δ23

≈
γ23
γ12

Δ2
B

Δ23

P: ð1Þ

It is anticipated that for a long-lived energy level j2i with
γ12 ≪ ΔB, the excess effect should not be ignored if the
amplitude of δ is comparable with ΔB. For example,
considering a typical requirement of P ∼Oð10−4Þ to
enable an observable saturated absorption of a narrow
transition, if ΔB=2π ∼ 106 Hz for room-temperature gases,
an excess transition has γ23=2π ∼ 108 Hz and Δ23=2π ∼
1015 Hz (such as a strong electronic transition approxi-
mately 100 nm), then the excess effect beyond the conven-
tional two-level approximation should be considered when

γ12=2π ≲ 10−4 Hz. The above parameters are consistent
with those of the 1.4 μm narrow transition and the 110 nm
electronic dipole transition of HD [15,26].
As shown in Fig. 1(c), when molecules travel through the

standing-wave field, periodic excitation and periodic
energy level modulation on j2i appear simultaneously.
Thereafter, the system is described by the Floquet
Hamiltonian

H=ℏ ¼
X

j

f½−Δ12 þ δcos2ðkpzjÞ�σj22

þΩ12 cosðkpzjÞðσj12 þ σj21Þg: ð2Þ

Here, superscript or subscript j indicates the jth molecule,
Δ12 ¼ ωp − ω12, kp is the wave vector of the probe
field, zj ¼ Vjt is the instant location of the molecule with
longitudinal velocity Vj, σab ¼ jaihbj, and Ω12 is the
Rabi frequency. Intuitively, the Floquet interaction in
the laboratory frame [Fig. 1(c)] can be converted to the
interaction in the molecular frame [Fig. 1(d)] and the
corresponding Hamiltonian becomes H=ℏ¼P

jf½−Δ12þ
ðδ=2Þ�σj22þΩ12cosðkpzjÞ

P

m½Jmð−ζjÞei2mkpVjtσj12þH:c�g,
where Jmð·Þ is the Bessel function of order m, ζj ¼
δλ=8πVj [17]. Therefore, moving molecules in the stand-
ing-wave probe field can be treated as static molecules
probed by a comb, which is significantly different from the
conventional two-level treatment of the system in Fig. 1(a).
Asymmetric spectral profile.—Although the above dis-

cussions hold for all types of absorption spectroscopy, we
focus on atoms or molecules in a gas cell. For jζjj ≪ 1,
only the low order sidebands (J0;�1;�2) of the comb are
considered. As schematically shown in Fig. 2(a), an
asymmetric absorption spectrum emerges due to the π
phase difference between sidebands [J�1ð−ζjÞ≈ ∓ ζj=2].
Analytically, a Doppler-free fine spectral profile on the
Doppler-broadened background could be approximately
solved as [17]

ΔP ∝ I2F 2ðΔ12Þ þ
ffiffiffi

2
p

ℏω3
12

32π2c2
δIΔ2

B

γ12

∂F ðΔ12Þ
∂Δ12

: ð3Þ

Here, F ðΔ12Þ ¼ exp f−½Δ12 − ðδ=2Þ�2=Δ2
Bg, and c is the

speed of light. The first term corresponds to the symmetric
saturated absorption spectrum, and the second term indi-
cates an additional antisymmetric spectral profile due to
NFR. Roughly, the asymmetry parameter q̃ can be evalu-
ated as the ratio of the asymmetric term to the symmetric
term [17]:

q̃ ≈
ffiffiffi

2
p

ℏω3
12

32π2c2
δΔB

γ12I
¼ 3

ffiffiffi

2
p

ω3
12γ23

4πω3
23γ12

ΔB

Δ23

: ð4Þ

Thus, a nonzero q̃ value indicates the appearance of an
asymmetric line. The influence of each parameter on the

FIG. 1. Principle of the nonlinear Fano resonance in low-lying
states of molecules. (a) The experimental arrangement for the
absorption spectrum measurement of moving molecules, probed
by a standing wave field with wavelength λ. (b) Energy level
diagram. (c),(d) Simplified energy level diagram for a molecule
with speed V in the laboratory frame (c) and in the molecular
frame (d).
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asymmetry degree is shown explicitly. The first term of
Eq. (4) indicates that the asymmetry increases with jδ=γ12j
andΔB. Since the amplitude of the modulation relates to the
light intensity, δ ∝ I, we obtain the second equation in
Eq. (4). This implies that the asymmetry does not change
much with the light intensity.
When the estimated q̃ value becomes significant (≳0.1),

we should take a numerical calculation with Eq. (2) to
investigate the line profile more precisely and further verify
the proposed mechanism of NFR. In Fig. 2(b), the typical
Doppler-broadened spectrum for molecule ensemble cou-
pling with a standing wave is simulated by taking
γ12=2π ¼ 2 × 10−5 Hz, δ=2π ¼ −0.02 MHz, and the most
probable transit-time broadening is ΔB=2π ¼ 0.4 MHz.
The Doppler-free profile of Fig. 2(b) is magnified and
shown in Fig. 2(c), which reveals the asymmetric spectral
feature. If we change the modulation amplitude of δ=2π
from 0.02 to 0.12 MHz, the asymmetric feature becomes
even more significant [Fig. 2(d)]. The simulated spectrum
could be effectively fit by the Fano function [27], and we
can use the Fano factor q to quantify the degree of
asymmetry:

P ¼ A
q2 − 1

1þ ðωp−ω12þωs

Γ Þ2 þ 2A
qðωp−ω12þωs

Γ Þ
1þ ðωp−ω12þωs

Γ Þ2 þ B; ð5Þ

where A, B, ωs, and Γ are the fitting parameters. In
particular, ωs corresponds to a fitting frequency shift with
respect to the unperturbed transition frequency, and Γ
represents the linewidth. In Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), the
Doppler-free spectra are perfectly fitted by the Fano
function, with q ¼ −0.19 and −0.67, respectively. The
physics unraveled by the asymptotic solution [Eq. (3)] is
also numerically examined with an effective model that
only includes low-order sidebands J0;�1. Although the
dynamics of the molecular ensemble are complicated, the
results of the effective model agree well with the full model
thus further validating the underlying mechanism of NFR.
The mechanism of NFR and the predictions of q̃ are

further tested by systematically studying the Fano factor via
the full model, and the numerical results are summarized in
Fig. 3. Apparently, q monotonously increases with δ but
decreases with γ12, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).
Moreover, the fitted frequency shift ωs in Fig. 3(a) implies

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of an asymmetric absorption profile of a
static molecule obtained by scanning the probe laser in the
molecular frame. (b) Numerically calculated absorption spectrum
for a molecule ensemble interacting with a standing-wave field.
(c),(d) Detailed absorption features around the line center
evaluated by the full model (triangle points) and effective model
(circular points), with modulation of δ=2π ¼ −0.02 and
−0.12 MHz, respectively. with Fano factors q of −0.19 and
−0.67, respectively. FIG. 3. (a) q and the shift of the fitted center frequency ωs=2π

versus the modulation δ=2π. (b) q versus γ12=2π for different
modulation amplitudes. (c) q versus transverse speed Vt with
a beam waist width of 0.5 mm for the standing-wave field. The
label of curves [δ=2π (MHz),γ12=2π (10−5 Hz)] indicates the
modulation and linewidth of j2i. (d) Absorption spectra of
the noted points in (e). (e) q versus δ=2π and γ12=2π. Points p1,
p2 and HD are located at δ=2π ¼ −0.12;−0.32;−0.022 MHz
and γ12=2π¼1.3×10−4;2.0×10−5;3.42×10−6Hz, respectively.
Unless specified, all parameters are the same as those in Fig. 2.
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a systematic deviation in the transition frequency when
probing the weak transition. Since ΔB varies with the
transverse speed (Vt) of the molecule, the dependence of q
on Vt is investigated and shown in Fig. 3(c). These
numerical results of q suggest a linear dependence on δ,
ΔB, and 1=γ12 when jqj ≪ 1, and agree well with the
prediction of q̃. Such a linear dependence of q on δ=γ12 is
also confirmed in Fig. 3(e), which shows that the contours
of q almost overlap with those of δ=γ12. Furthermore,
typical absorption profiles for the noted points ðp1; p2Þ in
Fig. 3(e) are shown in Fig. 3(d), and the spectrum
drastically changes from weakly asymmetric to almost
antisymmetric when q increases from −0.24 to −0.87. It is
also found that jqj saturates to 1 for increasing jδΔB=γ12j.
The character of jqj ≤ 1manifests a fundamental difference
between the asymmetric profile of our NFR with the
conventional Fano resonance [27] because the asymmetry
arises from the modulation-induced antisymmetric compo-
nents in Eq. (3). Therefore, by including the saturation
behavior of the fitted q in practice, we can provide a rule of
thumb for observing the Fano profiles of weak transitions
as q ≈ q̃=ð1þ jq̃jÞ. According to this formula, the q values
for the spectra in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) are −0.16 and −0.54,
and those for p1 and p2 in Fig. 3(d) are −0.15 and −0.76,
respectively. We can see that the above formula provides a
reasonable estimation of the Fano factor, and more details
are given in [17].
Experiment.—The proposed mechanism could explain

the asymmetric profile observed in the cavity-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy of HD [7,9,17]. However, the
presence of splitting due to the hyperfine structure in the
HD molecule [28], which is comparable to the observed
linewidth, complicates the interpretation of the asymmetric
line profile. To circumvent the ambiguity, we further tested
the NFR in two independent experiments by measuring the
Doppler-free absorption spectra of a series of transitions of
CO2. The CO2 molecule is chosen because its energy
structure is well understood and the hyperfine splitting of
the vibration-rotational levels in CO2 is also negligible.
Details about the target narrow lines experimentally in-
vestigated are given in Supplemental Material [17]. These
lines are all well isolated (see Supplemental Material,
Fig. 1 [17]), thus the asymmetric line profile due to
interactions from other near-resonance energy levels could
be excluded. By substituting the respective parameters of
CO2 into Eqs. (1) or (4), we predicted that an asymmetric
line profile can be observed experimentally when
γ12=2π ≲ 10−5 Hz (see the parameters and prediction in
Supplemental Material [17]).
The first setup, as shown in Fig. 4(a), employs the cavity

ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) method [29], which
measures absorption coefficients for several weak transi-
tions of 13C16O2, and an example spectrum is shown in the
inset. Infrared transitions with γ12 values spanning the
range of 10−5 − 10−2 Hz, weaker than typical CO2

electronic transitions by over 1 × 109 times, are investi-
gated under the same experimental conditions. All these
selected weak transitions are confirmed to be well isolated,
therefore possible distortion of the profile due to nearby
transitions is excluded. The extracted q values are shown in
Fig. 4(c). Quantitative agreement between the experimental
and theoretical results is achieved by considering the ac
Stark shift δ=2π ¼ ð−3.82� 1.09ÞI × 10−10 MHzm2=W,
i.e., −0.07� 0.02 MHz at a standing wave field intensity
of I ¼ 1.83 × 108 W=m2, as noted in the pink area of the
figure.
The second setup implements the wavelength-modulated

cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (WM CEAS)
method [15], which is shown in Fig. 4(b). Transitions of
the main isotopolog 12C16O2 are studied. Note that neither
the 12C nor the 16O nucleus has nuclear spin, and the
12C16O2 molecule has no hyperfine structure. The inset of
Fig. 4(b) shows the WM CEAS spectrum of the 12C16O2

transition at 6413.9526 cm−1 with an Einstein A coefficient
of 1 × 10−5 s−1, corresponding to γ12=2π ¼ 1.6 μHz.
Different intracavity optical powers up to 1570 W were

(a
rb

. u
ni

ts
)

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental configuration of cavity ring-down
spectroscopy (CRDS) of 13C16O2 with a typical observed spectrum
given in the inset. (b) Experimental configuration of wavelength
modulated cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy(WMCEAS)
of 12C16O2, along with a typical observed spectrum. Note that the
signal acquired by WM CEAS essentially presents the first
derivative of the normal absorption spectrum and the modulation
effect has been included in the fit. (c)Dependence ofq on γ12=2π in
the 13CO2 measurements (purple circles) and theory (pink
range and blue line) with a standing wave field intensity of
I ¼ 1.83 × 108 W=m2. (d) Dependence of the q on the standing-
wave field intensity I in 12CO2 measurements (red circles) and
theory (pink range and blue line) with γ12=2π ¼ 1.63 × 10−6 Hz.
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used in this experiment, allowing us to reveal the de-
pendence of q on I, as shown in Fig. 4(d). We can find
that the experimental results agree reasonably with
our numerical simulation for δ=2π ¼ ð−3.82� 1.09ÞI×
10−10 MHzm2=W. The result implies the relation that δ is
proportional to I and q̃ is insensitive to I, which further
verifies the prediction of q̃. It is worth noting that the same
relation between δ and I was used in simulations of both
13C16O2 and 12C16O2 spectra, since electronic states are the
same for both isotopologs. The agreement between the
theory and experimental results validates our model and
confirms the mechanism of NFR.
Conclusion.—We theoretically proposed and experimen-

tally demonstrated a new type of nonlinear Fano-like
resonance without involving a continuum. Such a mecha-
nism can significantly change the shape of the spectrum,
appealing for more careful evaluation and investigation of
the potential impact of largely off-resonance strong tran-
sitions when performing spectral measurements on ultra-
narrow resonances. Meanwhile, our work provides an
approach to evaluate such a systematic shift for acquiring
a more accurate line center (discussion of the systematic
shift for CO2 can be found in Supplementary Material
[17]). Moreover, the observed Fano factor could serve as an
indicator of perturbation from unknown strong transitions
that could not be effectively probed. Note that parameters
for distant off-resonance transitions used in our calculation
are typical for most electronic dipole transitions of mol-
ecules, and the answer to “when the NFR effect needs to be
considered?” could be referenced to our rule-of-thumb
estimate given in Eqs. (1) and (4). For the situation
that the near-resonance target line is not well isolated,
the two-level approximation is not valid and such a
system should be solved by a more complex model
considering the full multilevel structure. Ultimately, the
results may affect a variety of important applications using
these narrow transitions, including optical clocks [2,3],
long-lived memory of quantum information [30,31], testing
of quantum theory [7,9], determination of fundamental
constants [6], and searching for new physics beyond the
standard model [13].
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